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A favorite among successful students, and often recommended by professors, the unique Examples

& Explanations series gives you extremely clear introductions to concepts followed by realistic

examples that mirror those presented in the classroom throughout the semester. Use at the

beginning and midway through the semester to deepen your understanding through clear

explanations, corresponding hypothetical fact patterns, and analysis. Then use to study for finals by

reviewing the hypotheticals as well as the structure and reasoning behind the accompanying

analysis. Designed to complement your casebook, the trusted Examples & Explanations titles get

right to the point in a conversational, often humorous style that helps you learn the material each

step of the way and prepare for the exam at the end of the course. The unique, time-tested

Examples & Explanations series is invaluable to teach yourself the subject from the first day of class

until your last review before the final. Each guide:helps you learn new material by working through

chapters that explain each topic in simple languagechallenges your understanding with

hypotheticals similar to those presented in classprovides valuable opportunity to study for the final

by reviewing the hypotheticals as well as the structure and reasoning behind the corresponding

analysisquickly gets to the point in conversational style laced with humorremains a favorite among

law school studentsis often recommended by professors who encourage the use of study

guidesworks with ALL the major casebooks, suits any class on a given topicprovides an alternative

perspective to help you understand your casebook and in-class lectures
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If you are reading this review it probably means you are a poor, unfortunate sole that was smart

enough to get into to law school but not smart enough to get out. Now it is mere weeks before your

Property final and you are freaking out about the Rule Against Perpetuities. Just buy this. Do it. It's

worth wasting another 50 bucks on yet another book. It really is. The examples are actually really

helpful, unlike most casebooks.

This book is called an Example & Explanation book. It helps readers/students who are trying to

learn, or who are enrolled in a Real Property course understand the important principles and

concepts relating to the various laws and theories of Real Property. It is a great study

aid/supplement for students enrolled in Real Property. The text clearly explains the laws governing

real property and how the laws work in factual scenarios. Each chapter covers an important concept

of Real Property and gives questions, along with answers, to aid the reader in understanding how

the laws and theories of Real Property apply.

This text was well-written and very easy to read. It doesn't drown you in technical language, so you

can read it very quickly. And, many of the exercise were very helpful to cement your understanding.

Definitely consider the exercises if you want to cover your bases, because many of the tricker

applications of the concepts are not obvious from just reading the text.Note: I used this as a

supplement only - I do not think it would replace studying actual cases, as it is too simplified.

Black acre may still haunt me but E&E literally helped me survive Property.

This property E&E was probably the best E&E I've had yet. It explained everything very well and the

examples really cut to the question/tested your knowledge to make sure you understood everything.

I would definitely recommend this as a study tool for any property class focused on the black letter

law!

If you are used to reading Glannon's E & E where he gives everything you need to know...and only

that in a very organized matter, you will NOT like this book.

Don't question it too much, just buy it. If you have a professor that goes through the cases without

enunciating on the rules or without too much information on how or why something works, this will

help you immensely!



I have had better E and Es but this one is a decent study aid. Unfortunately, some concepts in the

book may conflict with your professor's view but that is with every law class.
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